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1. INTRODUCTION 
This document constitutes the Final Report of a preliminary analysis of a 
Flexible Instrument Mount (FIM) for large instruments on the Spa'ce Shuttle. 
The analysis was carried out by the Space Division of the General Electric 
Company under Contract No. NA~ 5-23412 for the NASA/GSFC. The overall 
objective of the study was to identify and define promising concepts for 
pointing inatruments while in orbit, with w.ights up to 2000 Kg and dimen-
aiona of 2-3 meter •• 
With the advent of the Space Shuttle and Spacelab, a larg. number of acienc. 
and t~chnolo8Y payloads and experiments will be flown in near earth orbit 
on a regular baais between' 1980 and 1990. Many planned and conc.ivable 
instruments will requ1r~ 30m8 type of pointing, e.g. astronomy, astrophysics, 
solar physics, AMPS-type and earth viewing instrument clas.... Pointing 
requirements will range from high accuracy arc second pointing or bett.r to 
coarse pOinting of the accuracy provided by the Shuttle Orbiter . Several 
highly accurate fine pointing system. are either under development or are 
considered for development e.g. the European IPS, and NASA's SIPS and ASPS . 
Instruments satisfied with the arbiter pointing capability ' an te hard 
mounted into the Orbiter cargo bay or onto a Space lab pallet. However, sig-
nificant mission flexibility would be gained if i,.struments requiring Orbiter 
pointing could be mounted on a gimballed mount which would allow offset pointing 
with Orbiter accuracy. For instance, it has to be expected that on many 
planned Space lab missions more than one ir.strument could fly requiring Orbiter 
pointing. 
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If one suc h instrument would be mounted on a gimballed platform, two instrument. 
could be operated Simultaneously looking at different targets/areas with 
Orbiter pointing accuracy . Thi., of course, would significantly increase 
on-orbit timelining flexibility, increa.e scientific return and contr i bute to 
improve cost effectiveness of Shuttle payload s and operation.. The flexible 
instrument mount described in this report fulfill. the requirements for off-set· 
pointing of large instruments to be flown on Spacelab mission •. 
After careful evaluation of several options available to meet the requirement. 
of this fleXible instrument mount, a mechanical concept was selected that can 
accommodate a set cla.s of scientific instruments such as the LAMAR X-ray 
experiment with 24 LAMAR telescopes. The payload size was con.trained by a 
desire to keep the FIM within the bounds of one Sp~celab pallet and within the 
Orbiter payload envelope to preclude jettisoning the payload in case of manfunction. 
Thus, the payload size that can be accommodated is 2.25H diameter and 2.5M 
in length. 
The basic FIM structure uses a classic yoke assembly with 8 bottom ring to 
achieve the gimballing in azimuth and elevation and a 600 (half angle) field 
of view. This structure is attached to the pallet at six hard point locations . 
The . weight ·of the structure was not a prime design parameter. The structural 
members are .ized to achieve a stable mount capable of accommodating heavy 
pay!oads wit~ small structure deflections. 
The drive system for controlling the azimuth and elevation motions i. a 
torquer ~otor anq a .peed reducer designed by Compudrive Corp. The bearing 
fOT the a~imuth urive LS a large diameter machinery bearing (supplied by 
Rotnk, Inc.) built ruggedly to withstand the large landing loads of the Shuttle. 
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POlition indication of the drive sYltem il achieved with use ot In encoder (I 
multiturn potentiometer). with a read-out accuracy of 0 . 10 . 
Thil report i9 organized to the taak, conducted which lead to the identification 
of a feaaible. coat effective rIM concept: 
Sectton Nu. l!.!.!. T .. k No . 
2 Requirements Definition 1 
3 Concept Development 2 
4 Concept Evaluation 3 
5 Engineering Definition 4 
6 rIM Development Plan S 
~ference APPENDIX D EXECUTIVE SUMMARy for FIM VU-Grapha. 
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2. REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION (TASK 1) 
.nd con.traint •• nd to id.ntify tr.d.-off'. in ar.a. of conflicting requirement •. 
Th. sy.tem level requiremenlo in the Statem.nt of Work (PCN 420-66984) •• rved 
, 
as th. · starting point. D.scriptions of •• veral.propo •• d in.trum.nt., r.pre-
.entative of potential Spac.l.b exp.rim.nt ct ••••• to b •• ccommod.t.d by FIM, 
were u.ed to further refine and interpret the SOW r.quirem.nt. . Th. instrum.nt. 
identified by GSFC were • Gamma Ray Spectrom.t.r, a Medium En.raY Gamma Ray 
Spectcometer and a Large Area X-Ray Tel •• cop. (LAHAR). 
Shuttle/Space lab interfaces .nd oper.tion.l requirem.nts w.re extr.cted from 
the Spacelab Payload Accommodation Handbook (SPAH, Issu. NO.1, Rev. No .. 0) 
and SPAH Appendix B, Structure Int.rface Definition. 
Some important general guidelines .nd constr.int. were identified and .gre.d 
upon during an orient.tion m.eting .t GSFC .t the b.ginning of the study : 
• The development of a low coat FIM concept w.a .mphasized as a very j~port.ut 
objective of the study. 
• In view of current Shuttle ch.rging policies for paylo.ds it was recognized 
that the over.ll length in the Orbiter c.rgo b.y of the FIM/exp.riment 
should be minimized. 
• A standard Sp.celab p.llet should be used for FIM mounting to reduce the 
uncertainty of interface engin.ering, fabric.tion , and integration coats 
for an independent mount. 
• Penetration of the Orbiter c.rgo b.y p.yload envelope shotlld be avoided 
during all flight phas.s to elimin.te jettison requirements. 
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a FIM ahould be deaigned to allov l-g teating vithout extanaive ground aupport 
equipment. 
The above atated guidelin .. vere aubaequently adopted aa overall deaign gl'ound-
rul ... 
2.1 PHYSICAL ACCOMKlDATION R.E~UIREKENTS 
Within the above liated conatrainta it vaa atated aa a goal that FIM accommodate 
e cylindrical inatrumenta, 1.2 m to 2 m diameter , 3 m long 
a rectangular inatrumenta, 2 m x 2 m x 3 m long 
Inatrument weight to be accommodated waa atated aa 
e instrument veight, 950 kg to 2000 kg . 
In addition, it vas .saumed that the atructural interface of ·the inatrument 'to 
be mounted to FIM would be a flange on the inacrument, on a plane perpendicular 
to the line-of-sight at the equator and near the cg of the instrument. rhe 
cg of the instrument was assumed to be within 0 .25 m of the geometric center 
of the inatrument. 
In addition to accommodating the overal! inatrument envelopes lilted above, 
it wa. also required that a thermal cannister encloaing the inatrument be 
accommodated. Typical thermal canniMterl would add a few centimeters to the 
dimensions of an inatr.ment envelope . 
During the analyais of varioua potential FIM concepti it became apparent that 
the 3 m inatrument length requirem, ~i: waa difficult !Xl accOIIIIIOdate within the 
overall conatraintl and requiremen~s, i . e. without violating 
• the pallet-mounted FIM concept 
a .taying within the Orbiter cargo bay dynamic envelope 
a maintaining the full 600 pointing range capability 
2-2 
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The 3m length requirement was driven by the LA~R instrument. An investigstion 
of the LAMAR requirements (Ret. 1) an~ s discussion with Mr . Robert Rasche, 
LAMAR project engineer et the Smiths~nian Altrophysicel Observatory resulted 
in the following: 
A. far a •• ensitivi~ il concerned, an sssembly of 24 LA:~R telescopes is so 
.ensitive that adequate dats from even weak X-ray sources can be autained if 
pointing is off-axil by as much as O.S degree I (i.e. Orbiter pointing sccuracy). 
The LAMAR in an~ configuration requiras a star tracker/camera for after the 
fact aspect determination. If thia aspect data is usad in real time by the 
Orbiter attitude control sYltem, adequate pointing can be obtained Without s 
pOinting sYltem. Thus, if LAMAR wss mounted to FIM it could be pointed at 
target area. with Orbiter pointing accuracy,; .imultaneous with other experi-
ments hard mounted to a Spacelab pallet requiring different view direction • • 
It wei determined in a disculsion with Mr. Raiche that some flexibility exists 
in adjusting the overall LAMAR length. The 2.8 m required in Ref . 1 (without 
thermal precollimator) can be reduced to 2.6 m by repackaging the support 
systems for the imaging proportional counter i n the focal plane. A later 
version of LAMAR. lhown in a NASA Headquarters presentation in May, 1978 .hows 
a Space lab pallet mounted LAMAR that require. even less than 2.6 m length, 
including a thermal precollimator. , Based on this it was deCided to' modify the 
requirement for accommodating a package of 2m x 3m x 3m, to accommodating ~ 
minimum of 24 LAMAR telescopes of at leaat 2.5m length. The requirement for 
cylindrical payloads was not changed. 
Ref. 1: " Experiment Definition and Integration Studies for the Accommodation of 
an Aries X-ray Telescope Payload on Spacelab/Shuttle. Final Report for 
NASA Contract NAS 5-23685. Smithlonian Astrophysical Oblervatory. 
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2.2 FUNCTIONAL ACCOHHOOA TION REQUlllEMElrrS 
The FIM functional performance requirement. are determined by the pointing 
and alignment requirement. of in.trument. to be flown on FIM. The .upport 
.ervice. requirement. are derived from FIM and in.trument requirement. fer 
power. thermal control and command and data management. 
POINTING REQUlREMENTS 
The FIM pointi ng requirement. are aa ~ollow.: 
o 
• Pointing ~nge (FOV) - anywhere in a 60 half angle cone .round the 
• 
• 
• 
in.trument c.nt.r lin •• parallel to the Orbiter Z (yaw) axi •. 
Pointing Accuracy - lO re.~ _ive to the ba.a of FIM (i ••.• the pallet). 
Encodp.r R.adout - 0.10 
Pointing Stability - not applicabl •• ince FIM i. not an active ?ointing 
sYltem. The pointing .tability offered to FIM mounted inatrument. is 
the Orbiter pointing stability (aee SPAR. Section 2.4). 
• Offaet Sl.wing Capability - maximum .l.w rate of 1200 in one minute (goal); 
minimum .lewing rate i. 400 in one minut •. 
• Frequency of off.et pointing maneuver. - a. often a. every ten minute •. 
With reapect to pointing accuracy. the following need I to be understood: 
1. The Orbiter can point any vector defined in the Orbiter Navigation 
Baae (thi. 11 a .tructural reference in the Orhlter nOle section) 
a 
to within ±9.5 • including earth target •• 
2. The alignment of pallets in the Orbiter cargo bay with re.pect to the 
a a Navigation Bale can be off by aa much a. 2 ~o 5 • and can change 
on-orDit a. a function of the thermal environment which can cau.e 
Orbit er toraiona. 
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3 . Th.r.for., in ord.r to ~v •• ccur.t ••• p.ct into~tion .nd to make 
full u •• ot Orbit.r pointins c.p.biltti •• , the p.ylo.d mult prDvid • 
• n •• p.ct s.n.or .y.tem. Thi ••• n.or .y.t~ c.n interf.c. with the 
Orbit.r Guid.nc., N.via.tion mnd Control System i t p.ylo.d •• p.ct 
information i. to be u •• d to point the Orbit.r . No int.rf.c. with 
the Orbit.r i. n.c •••• ry it only .ft.r the f.ct •• p.ct info~tion i. 
r.quired. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACELAB ELECTRICAL SERVICES 
For the op.r.tion of payload •• nd payload .upport .y.tem. like FIM, th. 
Spacelab off.r •• lectrical pow.r .nd command and data manag.m.nt s.rvic •• on 
the pallet .t st.ndard interface location •• 
ELECTRICAL POwEit 
FIM shall u •• Sp.c.l.b provt~.d .l.ctric.l pow.r. A. a aoal, pow.r consumption 
shall b. kept to • min~ (b.low 100 W) . 
COMMAND OJ, 'fA MANAGEMENT 
FIM s~ll u •• the ~pac.l.b command and d.t. h.ndling system (augment.d by its 
own microproc.ssor if n.c •••• ry) to .llow remote control by the P.ylo.d 
Speci.list or from the ground. 
ELECTRICAL SERVICES TO rIM !t:lUNTED INSTRUMEN'l'S 
FIM 'han provide .cceas to the Sp.cel.b EPDS •. nd CDMS services fo~ FIM mount.d 
instruments by m.ans of a pow.r and da ta h.me.s, running .cross th~ FIM gimb.l, 
from the instrument support ring to conn.ctor brack.ts at the FIM base. As 
a minimum, the following s.rvices s~ll be provid.d : 
2-5 
EPDS 
COMS 
- 3 bu.e. for primary DC 
200 W max. cont., 350 W peak •• ch 
- 1 bu. for exp.riment •••• nti.l pow.r 
100 W max . cont. 
- 1 dual r.dund.nt bu. for ~erg.ncy pow.r 
50 W max. cont. each 
- wiring for 3 .xperim.r.t RAU'. 
- 6 TSP, 125 Ohm imped.nc. 
for 3 HRK channel. up to 16 Kn/S 
- 2 TSP, 75 Ohm imp.danc. 
for 1 CCTV ch.nn.l plus .ync 
1 TSP, 75 Ohm imped.nce 
for 14.5 MHz .nalog channel 
- 10 p.ira fl.t conductor •• hi.ld.d 
for c.ution .nd w.rning .nd other p.ylo.d 
functions . 
THERMAL CONTllOL REQUIREMENTS 
The FIM concept sh.n b. comp •. tible with thermal control techniqu.s (activ. 
and p •• sive) that .llow FIM bulk temp.ratures to be maintained .t 200 C ±20oC. 
In addition, the FIM concept shall allow th.t thermal canisters for instrument 
thermal control c.n be .ccommodated. Otherwi.e instrument thermal control 
is the responaibility of the instrument mounted to rIM. It wa. specific.lly 
agreed that rIM mounted instruments would not require that the p.llet freon 
cooling loop be brought across rIM gimb.ls. 
2.3 SHUTTLE/SPACELAB' INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
Stipulated by the RFP requirements, .nd iL order to cover the complete 
spectrums of potenti.l rIM configurations, two basic w.ys of mounting rIM 
into the Orbiter cargo bay were initially considered: 
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1 . FIH mounted directly into the Orbiter cargo bay , using the primary 
Orbiter attach~ent points on the cergo bay lill. and the cargo b4Y keel 
fittings . 
2. FtK mounted to a Spacelab pallet, using the pallet nardpoints . 
In both cases it is po.sible to fly the FJM (and experiments mounted to it) as 
part of a Space lab mission or independent of Space lab (e.g. mis.ions of oppor-
tunity). This is an important distinction since Spacel~~ provides a number 
of service. to its payload that the Orbiter doe. not provide, e.g. conditioned 
power, cold plate cooling, a command and data management oy.tam with a 
dedlr.ated experiment computer, a high rate data acquisition system (multi-
plexer and recorder), and controls and display~ (CRT and keyboard). 
Flying on non-Spacelab mi.sions, therefore, would require that the FIM 
provide the subsystem. necessary to condition the raw Orbiter provided 
resources (power, cooling, Orbiter avionics services) for its own use of 
FIM mounted inst . ents. 
Since the FIM has to be capable of accommndating large and heavy experiments, 
the FIM concept that waa developed had t ·, take into account the way the FIM 
instruments are mounted a, 'i structut'ally supported, especially during the 
critical launch and ' descent i'haaes of a Shuttle flight. Again., two basic 
concepts had to be ccnaidered:' 
1. The FIK and its payloa~ are structurally de~oupled during launch ,nd 
descent (similar to the IPS concept), and the FIM payload is moullted 
with a special payload clamp assembly 
a) to a Spacelab pallet, or 
b) directly into the Orbiter cargo bay 
2-7 
2. The FIM and payload are attached to .ach other with the FIM supporting 
all flight loads . 
INTERFACE IDENTUICA TION 
The first step in defining the FIM Shuttle/Space lab interface requi~ements was 
the identification of an physical and functional interfacea for the various 
concept. identified above. 
Table 2-1 represent. the phy.ical and functional interfaces a. a function of: 
l. The FIM mounting concept : 
a) Orbiter cargo bay (Shuttle) 
b) Spacalab Pallet (Pallet) 
_. The mission mode : 
a) Spacelab missions 
b) Other Shuttle missions 
3. The FIM/payload attachment concept during launch and descent: 
a) FIM/payload attached 
b) FIK/payload decoupled 
Also identified are the interfaces the FIM experiments require. Depending on 
the FIM concept and mission mode, these " ~torfaces are functionally directly 
b.~een the experiments and Shuttle/Spacelab (physically they will be located 
on the FIM) or directly between the expe~imetl ts a~d FIM provided subsystems. 
It was realized early in the study that only a pallet mounted FIM would allow 
a low cost approach, and mounting FIM to a Space lab pallet was adopted as a 
design groundrule. In addition, it was agreed that only Spacelab missions 
will be considered during this study. 
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It was also determined that a FIM concept could be developed that vould 
accommodate all instrument flight loads, thereby eliminating the need tor 
any instrument to pallet or Orbiter structural interfaces. This leaGs to 
a significant reduction in the number of interfaces that had to be considered, 
as shown in Table 2-2. 
MEC~NICAL INTERFACES 
The primary structural interface between the FIK and the Spacelab pallet are 
the pallet hardpoint.. The palle: w~. deaigned for a nominal load carrying 
capability of about 3000 kg, uniformly distributed within certain cg conatraints. 
The actual load carrying capability is very much a function of the .ctual 
loed distribution and the hardpoint utilization pattern. 
For heavy in.truments the FIM/instrument system can approach the nominal pallet 
cepabUity. '!'his requires eventually a FIM pellet coupled analysis which wa. 
above the scope of this study. In addition, a payload/pallet coupled analysis 
can currently only be carri~d out by ESA and their Spacelab contractor and by 
the Space lab project office at NASA-MSFC. 
· -In addition to the overall load carrying capability of the pallat, the load 
carrying capability of each hardpoint also has to be taken into account. 
Preliminarf hardpoint loads intro~uced by FIM ·were estimated in Appendix A. 
In order to accommodate varying instrument masses at minimum FIK/inatrument 
weight , a requiremer.t wa. formulated to design a modular, flexible FIM/pallet 
interface s tructure that can be configured for optimum hardpoint utilization. 
~ vrobl~ ~ of ~i~laT concern for pal~et!payloaa interface structures. 
1. large hardpoint location tolerances between various pallets 
2. pallet!hardpoint deflections induced by Orbiter and payload loads and 
the~lly induced torsions. 
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With. limited number of p.llet •• v.il.ble in NASA's inventory it h •• to be 
expected th.t the FIM will fly ou veriou. p.llets . The interface .tructure, 
therefol:e, has to be designed to .ccOlllllOd.te the h.rdpoint location tolerances. 
P.ll.t def16ction~ can be accommodated to some extent by the p.llet h.rdpoint •• 
Analysis of p.llet deflection will ev.ntually be nec •••• ry to det.rmine to 
what extent the F~ int.rf.ce structure will be imp.cted by the.e deflection., 
end how they c.n be ,ccOllllllOda ted. 
It should be pointed out that the European IPS i. f.ced with very simil.r 
problems. An IPS/p.llet .naly.is i. currently In procels and result. of this 
should be secured for further FIM .naly.i •. 
4U summary it is concluded that the FIM/p.llet mechanical interface is critical. 
The FIM interface structure needs to be modular .nd flexibl:e for optim'JDI FIM/ 
instrument load .ccommodation. The detailed interface de.ign needs to take 
into .ccount signific.nt plIll"t hardpoint location toler.nc .. and potenti.lly 
large pallet deflection.. A FIM/p.llet coupled an. lysis needs to be conducted 
during the next engineering phase to finalize the interface structure design. 
THERMAL INTERFACE 
The severe temperature environment and temper.ture gradients, that any paylo.d 
in the Orbiter cargo bay can encounter (depending on mission profile .nd 
Orbiter att1l:-..des), will impact the thermal design of the FIM ; The Space lab 
p.llet, as an example, can reach steady state temperatures of -1500 C in the 
cold case (deep sp.ce v1ewir ~) , .nd +120oC in the hot case (solar viewing). 
Significant temperature changes and graidents can result as a fun~ tion of 
changing Orb!~er attitudes. 
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On the other hand, FIK mounted experiment. will require thermal control over 
a much narrower and benign temperature renge. Instrument thermal control is 
primarily achieved by the instrument itself, •• g. through the use of a thermal 
cannister which iaolate. the instrument from the pellet environment. 
In general it seema r .. sonable to formulate for FIK requirement •• imilar to 
thl' se tor the IPS (See SPAR Section 4.8.5): 
FIK thermal control shal.l allow continuous cold caae operation, Le., deep 
space viewins for astronomy/aatrophysica type inatrument. This seema rea.onable 
since the neces.ary orbiter attitudea can be achieved for alls -angle • • 
Certain operational cunatraints shall be allowed for full aolar illumination 
in order to maintain ac:"eptable FIM component teml'eratures, e.g. limitations 
on operating timeline •• 
The FIK thermal control shall be achieved primarilY ,by pe.~ive mean., e.g . 
multilayer insulation and/or thermal coating., and radiators and electrical 
heaters if neces.ary for critical FIM components. 
Results of IPS thermal analysis and details of the IPS thermal design should 
be evaluated during the next phase of t~e FIK development. 
ELEC'l'RICAL POWER INTERFACES 
On Spacelab, conditioned dc and ac power is available at the output of the 
electrical power distribution bo~ which is located on each Spacelab pallet . 
This, power shall be used, and further conditioned if neceasary, for the FIM 
itself, and shall be routed across the FIM .imbals and made available to 
eXperiments as shown in Section 2.2 . 
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Al.o, in ca •• Shuttl./Spacel.b •• fety critic. l function •• r. id.ntifi.d, the 
distribution and condit ioning of Spac.lab em.rg.ncy .nd •••• nti.l pow.r h •• 
to be taken into con.ideration. 
COMMAND AND MTA MANAGEMENT INTERFACES 
The interface requirement ••• t3bli.hed und.r thi. heading includ. the phy.ic.l 
.nd functional int.rface. with th. ·Spac.lab command and d.ta managem.nt .y.t.m 
and include. Orbit.r and Spac.lab caution and warning r.quirement •• Th. in.tru-
m.nt command and data management int.rfac ••• r. of minor conc.rn h.r •• ince 
all the FIK hal to provide are the int.rf.c. conn.ctor. and ham ••••• to 
connect exp.riment. to the Spac.lab COMS. 
On Spacelab mission., the Sp.celah COMS i. available to handle all FIM command, 
control, monitoring and data handling requirement.. The COMS allow •• utomatic 
or on-board manned contro'l from the Orbiter aft flight deck (or the Specelab 
module), and it •• tablish.s through the Orbiter avionic. and t.l.metry sy.tem. 
the link to the payload operations control cent.r (POCC) for ground monitoring 
and control. 
One basic deci.ion that had to be made is whethe~ the COMS subsystem computer 
or experimerit computer should be u •• d for the F~. Th. Spac.la~ IPS u... the 
Subsystem computer which has the advantage of re.erving the experiment computar 
:apability for experiment operatior.. The disadvantage is that the subsystem 
and experiment computer cannot directly communicat. with each oth.r, which can 
add operational and software complexity. Th. decision was made for the FIM to 
u.e the Spacelab experiment computer (potentially augmented by a dedicated 
FiJI! '!II1ni or 1IIicro-proceasorj . 
The FIM shall interface with the Spacelab CDMS through an experim.nt RAU 
mounted to the pallet. This can b. the same RAU used for exp.rim.nt control 
because of the large capacity of an exp.riment RAU. 
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Since it can b. a •• um.d that the FIM will be u •• d on many pallet-only mi •• ion. 
it is important to minimize or eliminate the ne.d for deaic.tad FIM control. 
and diaplaya. Thi. i. the re.ult of aevere limit.tion. in the Orbiter aft 
flight deck for paylo.d provid.d .quipm.nt (volume. pan.l .iz •• pow.r. coolin,). 
Sine. the FIM will int.rface with the Spac.lab CDHS .ven when u.ing it. own 
proc.ssor. the Spac.lab CRT and keyboard in the AFD can b •• har.d with 
exp.rim.nta for FIM control. 
OPERATIONAL REQUlREK!NTS ' 
• 
Th. FIM shall b. d •• ign.d for an operational life of 10 y.ar. or SO flight. with 
p.riodic maint.nanc. and replacement/r.furbi.hment of critical compon.nt •• 
which shall b. identified. 
Ground integration and ch.ckout CAve to be .pearatad into two pha.es : 
1. Pre-Lev.l IV int.gr.tio~. i •••• in.trumant to tIM integration 
2. FIM to Spacelab integration (Level IV through II). 
Ba.ed on r~cent development. it is expected that all Spacelab/payload integration 
(Level IV through Level I) will b. carried out at KSC. The queation remain. 
open if pre-Level IV integration will also be done at KSC . In any cas •• a 
pallet aimulator will be required if pre-Leval IV integration aa defined above 
is required. 
If FIM/instrument integration takes place after FIM/Pallet i~tegration. a aimple 
handling fixture for FIM might be sufficient for ground handling. 
An important requirement for the FIM deaign is the need to test the FIM/instrument 
assembly 1n "1-g Without extenslvl! test Ylxtures. 
The moat significant flight operational requirement is the requirement to 
control the FIM both from the on-board payload specialist and remotely from 
the ground POCC. 
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2.4 FIM DESIGN REQUIREI1ENTS SUHI1ARY 
The FIM requirements identified and discussed in the preceding .ections are 
.ummarized in Table 2-3, along with the ,compliance of the .elected FIM 
concept delcribed in detail in Section S of this report. 
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PARAMETER 
-' 
INSTRUMENT ACCOMMODATION 
- Size 
- Weight 
- structural Interface 
- CG Offset 
INSTRUMENT SERVICES 
-
Pointing Range 
-
Pointing Accuracy 
- Encoder Readout 
- Pointing stability 
- Slew Rate 
- Slewing Maneuvers 
- Electrical Power 
- Command and Data 
Management 
- Thermal Control 
-
. -
-
Table 2-3. FIM Requirements Summary 
REQUmEMENT . COMMENTS COMPLIANCE 
Cylinder: 1.2 to 2 m dia. , Goal: 2m x 3m x 3m length Cylinder: 2.25m dia. 
3 m long not achievable wtth- 2.5m long 
in conatn.lnts 
and 24 LAMAR Modules, 
2.5 m long . Complies 
950 kg to 2000 kg ComplJes 
Center Support Flange ComplIes 
0.25 m On-orbit: Complies 
Ground: O. 05m without 
GSE 
60° half angle cone around Complies 
Instrument center line 
10 relative to FIM bue Complies 
(I. e., Spacelab pallet) 
C.1° Complies 
Not Awlicable Orbiter pointing stablllty Orbiter pointing stability 
1200 /min. maximum (<k:!'l) ComplJes 
400 lmin. minimum 
Once evexy 10 minutes (max.) ' ComplJes 
Harness across gimbals to Same a.pability .. otmred Complies 
Spacelab EPDS (pallet EPD~ by IPS 
Harness across gimbals to Same capabiUty .. offered Complies 
Spacelab CDMS (pallet RAU) by IPS , 
Ac!)Ommodate Tl1erm~ Instrumeot R8IIpOII81biUty Complies 
Canister No freoo linea across 
gimbals. 
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PARAMETER REQUIREMENT COMMENTS 
SHUTTLE/SPACELAB INTERFACES 
- Envelope stay within Orbiter cargo bay To avoid emergency 
payload envelope at all times, jettison requirement 
- stay on one pallet. 
- structural Use pallet hardpolnta 
- Electrical Power Use Spacelab EPDS (pallet 
EPDB) 
ConsumpUon < 100 W 
- Command and Data Use Spacelab CDMS (pallet Augm'ent with dedicated 
Handling RAU) processoilif necessary 
- Control On-orbit payload specli.Ust 
and remote from ground POCC 
- Thermal Controlled to 20°C :t 2;90 C ·thenpal Insulation, 
bulk temp. radiators and heaters 
OPERATIONS 
- Design Life - 10 years or. 50 missiOns With periodic malnte-
iince with refurbishment 
-
- InteWrat10n and Test Allow l-g telltlng without 
special GSE 
-
_ Flight Operations On--orblt and ground control, CruCftel for pallet-only 
mi nimize controls and dis- missl:ons 
plays In Orbiter AFC 
COMPLIANCE 
Complies 
-
Complies 
Complies: 70 W max. 
Compliell 
Complies 
Complies: Puslve thermal 
control (rad.lltors and 
heaters If neceBBUy) 
Complies: periodic maln-
tenance and refurbishment 
Corrlplles 
Complies 
~~~~~. 
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3. CONCEPT DEV!1.OPKENT (TASK 2) 
11Ie concept tievelop1ll8nt tuk utilized ete requirnaents defiuition to generaee e 
number of candidate concept. and to perform the initial .creening to identify the 
two or three .o.t promi.ing for further evaluation. _~is wa. accompli.hed by a 
configuration .ynthe.i. which identified candidate g1mballing and mechanical 
approache., interface analy.e. which supported the configuretion .ynthe.i., end the 
, 
fea.ibility analy.e. which evaluated the concept. a. formulated. 
, 
3.1 CONFIGURATION SXNTHESIS 
Several alternative coocept. for mounting end pOinting a large in.trument package . 
within the confine. of the Orbiter payload bay were lenerated. , Each concept wa. 
developed to the extent needed for comparative evaluation with respect to .pecific 
requirement •• 
11Ie beaic alternative a ava11able for the developm~nt of a PIN concept are a¥ 
follow. : 
1. Axi. Orientation 
a. Azimuth - Elevation 
b. Roll - Pitch 
2. Shuttle Mechanical Interface 
a. Specel,b Pallet Mount 
b. Direct Orbiter Mount 
3. Inatrument Mechanical Interface 
a. Center Flange 
b. End Flange or Plate 
4. Deployment 
a. "ilotec"on omy 
b. Tranalation 
c. Extendable support 
Each potential FIM configuratien can be defined by a combination of the above 
baaic approaches. 
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NOTE: During the initial pha •• of the .tudy non-pall.t rIM conc.pt. w.r ••• tabli.h.d 
and .valuat.d for campari.on purpo.... Th ••• confiauratton. w.re th.n dropp.d and 
only pall.t~ount.d conc.pt. w.re further ' avaluat.d, primarily b.cau •• of the 
.ignificantly higher d.velopm.nt .ffort and co.t of rIM'. providing th.ir own 
.upport .tructur. for Orbit.r mounting. 
POTEN'tIl.L rIM CONPIGURATlafS 
Four ba.ic concept. and two additional d.rivativ •• w.r. d.v.lop.d for a total of 
six FIM candidate c~nfiguration.. They are .hown in Figure. 3-1 to 3-6: ' 
• Concept #1: Azimuth - Elevation Axe., CG - Mount 
• Concept #1: Roll - Pitch Axe., CG - Mount 
~ Concept #3: Azimuth - Elevation Axe., End - Mount 
• Concept #4: Azimuth - Elevation Axe., End - t1ount, Deployable 
• Concept #2A: Roll - Pitch Axe~. CG - Mount (Extended) 
• Concept #4A: Azimuth - Elevation Axel, CG - Mount, Non-Pallet Deployable 
A brief discu •• ion of each concept is olven below. 
CONCEPT #1 (A - EL) 
z 
Mounted, 
Both gimbal axes can b~ mMde to go through the center of gravity of the in.trument 
.0 that a balanced load i. achieved. A large azimuth bearing is located below 
the in.trument which tends to increase the overall hight of the FIM/instrument 
assembly. The ax-el approach ha. the advant"e of placing the instrument c.g. over 
the azimuth bearing ceneerline, providing a rigidly syme:rical unit. This and 
the c.g. mount allow, therefore, grol..I\d testing without the aide of a "zero-g" 
In addition, Concept #1 makes good use of the avail.' le pallet volume. It also 
Allows a relatively simple, symmetrical pallet/FIM interface structure for 
distributed load introduction into the pallet. 
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FIGURE 3-1 CONCEPT II 1 (AZlMUTH - ELEVATION) 
I 
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FIGURE 3-2 CONCEPT # 2 (ROLL-PITCH) 
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FIGURE 3-4 CON::EPT i~ 4 (END MOUNT, DEPLOYABLE) 
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FIGURE 3-5 CONCEPT II 2A (ROLL-PITCH, FOR LARGE PAYLOADS) 
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CONCEPT #2 (Roll-Pitch) 
This i. also a c.g. mount, but pointing contr91 is more complex for e 'roll-pitch 
configuration. Depending on instrument size, a significant overhang over the 
o ' pallet will result for the full 60 FOV requirement. Pallet loading is non-
sr-trical. 
CONCEPT #3 (End Mount) 
This configuration has tbe potential for a larse FOY for po •• ible instruments, 
but raises the overall heigbt of the FIH/instrument packase. Thi. could require 
jettison capability if the Orbiter cargo bay envelope i. penetrated during on-orbit 
operations. Thi. configuration is no a e.g. mount but picks up instrument loads 
at an instrumen~ end plate . 
CONCEPT #4 (End Mount, Deployed) 
For larser PQyload. it i. required to depioy tbe end mount. This adds .ignificant 
complexity to the .ystem and require. jettison capability . Asain, this is not 
a e.g. mount . 
CONCEPT 2A (Roll-Pitch, 
This configuration is the same as Concept #2, except that it is configured for a 
large instrument. The result is even larger pallet overhang, the length require-
men~ in the Orbiter cargo bay would be equLvalent to almo.t 2 pallet leng ~hs. 
CONCEPT 4A (Azimuth - Elev.twn Axes, CG Mount, Non-Pallet) 
This concept uses its own support structure to tie directly into the Orbiter cargo 
bay trunnion and keel fittings. It is intended for large p.yloads and requires 
det'!.~~ ~eyom! ~e cft'BO My l-y,mn1= and ked fittl.t'~' It b intended f<x.' 
large payloads and requires deployment beyond the cargo bay envelope for full FOV. 
The length required in the cargo bay is almost 2 pallet length. Provisions hAve 
to be made for accommodation of Spacelab subsystem eqUipment (e.g. RAU's, EPDB ) 
normally located on the pallet . 
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It should be noted, however, that a support structure located on the pallet othar 
than the spacalab pallet might ba an attractive alternative again if the availability 
of pallets is sevarely co~~traint. 
3.2 ACCOMMODATION· OF LARGE INSTRUMENTS 
Large inatruments with maximum dtJ4ensions of 2m x 2m x 3m length, and 2m diamatar 
and 3m length present a definite pr9blem a. illustrated in Figure 3-7. Shown 
i. a 2m diameter, 3m long in.trumant on the pallet within the cargo bay envelope. 
This requires not only launch and landing of the in.trument in a .pecial stowed 
position, but also in in-orbit deployment mechanisms to achieve the required FOV, 
and emergency jettison capability in case a deployed in.trument cannot be 
retracted before Orbiter re-entry and landing. 
· 3.3 FEASIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
In view of the requirements and de.ign guidelines/groundrules discussed in Section 
2, it is clear that concepts #4 and 4A present a significant step in overall 
complexity and potential development cost compared to the non-deployable, pallet 
mounted concepts. They were, therefore, not considered any further. 
Concept lA, because of its large pallet overhang, potentially complex pallet 
interface and requirements for complex payload retentions during launch and landings, 
was also eliminated from further consideration. 
Concepts I, 2 and 3 were f~.,her evaluated, as described in Section 4. 
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I ' 4. CONCEPT EVALUATION (TASK 3) 
Tha preferred concept wa. salected by evaluating Concept #1, 2 and 3 against 
evaluation criteria which were derived from the requiremett s identified in 
Section 2. 
The following were detarmined aa the moat important evaluation criteria (not 
in order or priority) 
1.. AccOIIIDOdation of payload sizes .. identified in Section 2, i.e. 24 LAMAR 
module. and cylindrical peyload. of 2m diameter and 3m lenath. 
2. Minimum required lenath in the Orbitar cargo bay, i.e. maximum utilization 
of the Space lab pallet volume and mounting area. 
3. Staying within the Orbiter carg~ bay payload envelope during all on-orbit 
operational pha.es to avoid emergency jettisson requirements. 
4. Full 600 field of view. 
5. Provide instrument interface to an instrument central support ring. 
6. Ground testing without extensive need for GSE. 
7. Simple and standard interfaces limited to Spacelab. 
It was already pointed out in Section 3 that the 3m length requirement is very 
difficult t o meet without violating the cargo bay payload envel ope. for any FIM 
configuration u.ing the Spacelab pallet. This is, of course, the result of the 
baaic cargo bay shape and of the fact that the Space lab pallet itself occupies a 
significant amount of t he useable cargo bay volume. 
It was clear, therefore, that a compromise had to be accepted as far as 
instrument len~th was concerned. 
CONCEPT 113 (End Mount) 
This concept is best suited for instruments which can interface with the FIM at 
an instrument end plate. For instruments requiring support at an instrument ring 
4-1 
(c ose to tha inatrument ~.g. ) .dditional support structure would b. nec •••• ry. 
In any c ••••• large e.g. off-.et ia inherent in thia eone.pt. 
While Concept #3 could potenti.lly meet ev.luation criteria 1.2.3. 4 .nd 7 as 
well as the other two coneept~. it clearly de"s not meet criteria 5 and 6 • . 
Since ease of integr.tion. ground te.ting and mit.1.mum requiremart: I for GSE are 
essential for a low coat ayates. Conc.pt #3 w.s not consider.d for e more datailed 
engineering definition. 
CONCEPT #2 (Roll-Pitch) 
This concept provides. c.g. mount and supports the instrument at , centr.l .upport 
ring. 
In order to provid"e the required FOV for an iI1lltrument of about 2 m dia •• nd the 
max. possible length within the cargo bay pay10arl envelope. a signific.nt pallet 
overhang in the order of 1.5 m would be required. Depending on the p.rtieul.r 
Specelab eonfiguration. this would either result in a 3ignifieant ~nfringemant of 
the payload envelope on a neighboring pallet (e.g. in a 2 or 3 pallet train). or 
in the requirement to locate a neighboring pallet sufficiently separated to avoid 
the interferenee. 
Obviou~ly. this is not an effieient utilization of the Orbiter ear go bay space. 
Another disadvantage of the roll-piteh coneept is the highly unsymmetrie load 
introduction into th~ roll-bearing in l-g conditions during ground testing. 
Since .Coneept #2 doesn't offer any elear advantages over Concept #1. the 
azimuth-elevation mount. in any of the other evaluation criteria it was also not 
eonsidered for a subsequent engineerin.g definit1on~ 
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I CONCEPT #1 (Azimuth - Elav.tion) 
He •• urad .g.in.t tha av.lu.tion critari. a.t.bli.had abova, tha azimuth-alavation 
driva concept meet. all critaria .nd wa. a.tabli.had a. tha claerly preferred 
concapt. It wa' sub.aquantly definad in more detail in Taak 4, Engineering 
Dafinition, which i. de.cribed in the following .ection. 
In detail, the evaluation criteria are met a. follow.: 
1. In.trument S1ze - The FIM da.cribad in the followinl .ection (.ee Fig. 5-1 
to 5-6) can accommod.te cylindric.l paylo.d. of up to 2.25 • dia. (incl. a 
thermal cannister) and 2.5 • 15ngth. In tha centr.l part of thi. cylinder (about 
1.6 • dia.) the ~n.trument length c.n be extended to about 2.8 m. Thi. 
envelope i. sufficient to accommod.te 24 LAHAR module., .nd e •• ily accommod.te. 
the other two gamma-r.y in.trument. identified for thi. study. 
2. Minimum Cargo Bay Length, - The FIH!in.trUlUnt .... mbly, for the full 600 FOV, 
does not ext.nd outside of the paltet payload envelope. 
3. Orbiter Cargo Bay P.yload Env.lope - The FIM/in.trument a •• embly stay. within 
this envelope during .11 operatioo11 pha.e •• 
i Larger payload. which would penetrate thi. envelope require that the FIM/ 
in.trument a •• embly can be jetti •• oned. 
I 4. a a 60 FOV - The full 60 FOV as defined in Section 3 is achieved. 
r 5. In.trument Interface - The selected FIM concep,t provide. a support ring 
which interface. with an instrument central support flange as required, 
-
r 
- 4-3 
r 
-
6. Ground T •• tinS - I. po •• ibl. without .xt.n.iv. n •• d for .upportins GSE b.c.u •• 
of the compl.t.ly .ymmetric.l confisur.tion and load ins of the l.rs •• zimuth 
b •• rins· 
7. STS Interf.c.e - Th. preferr.d FIM conc.pt u ••• the p.ll.t h.rdpoint •• i •••• 
the .t.nd.rd p.ll.t structur. int.rf.c •• for p.ll.t mountine. No direct 
ti.-in. to the Orbiter are r.qui~ed. In c •••• d.t.il.d lo.d .n.l~.i. show. 
that • l.tchins mech.ni.m i. nec •••• ry to .upport the FIM in.trument l.unchl 
l.ndins lo.ds. this l.tchins mech.niem c.n .ich.r b. p.rt of the FIM .upport 
etructur. or miSht .t mo.t u ••• ome additionel p.llet hardpolnte (e •• Section 
5). 
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5 . !NGINEEIlING DEFINITION (TAS K 4) 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Havinl .elected the prefened conf1.luretion of a '}"IIIIIetricd elavation/azimuth 
limbal anangamant, the mechanization of the concept wa. then furthar inve.ti-
gated. Specific electromechanic1l component. were .elected on a preliminary 
be.i. and performance prediction. e.tabli.hed in re.pett to the requirement • 
• pecified in Section 2. Thi •• ection deacribe. theae component. with .ome 
rationale for their .election. 
S.2 PRELIMINARY SYSTEM DESIGN 
The .y.tem de.ign is primarily ba.ed upon the ba.ic de.iln requirement. 
di.cu •• ed in Section 2, and .ummarized in Table 2-3 . 
Since weight waa not con.iderad critical the .ystem is de.igned to be rulged, 
capable of with. tanding launch and landing load. without damage to the equip-
ment. The structural anMlyai. of the Flexible In.trument Mount i •• hown in 
Appendix A. 
The .ystem con.ist. of a structural .ub.ystem to .upport the experiment with 
a standardized attachment for the experiment, an electromechanical drive 
.ub.ystem, and an electronic controller for instrument offaet pointing . 
MECHANICAL DESIGN 
The primary objectives of the design were to (a) eotabli.h the maximum payload 
size that can be accommodated, with the selected FIM concept approach, (b) develop 
a feasible concept for supporting the structure inclduing interface. and 
(c) suggest further study ereas for more definitive level to a .. e .. the concept 
credibility • 
5-1 
PAYLOAD SIZE 
Determination of the payload size was don • . tn the following st.ps: 
1. Outline the shuttle payload .nvelop. uaing a standard pall.t. 
2. Examine if the payload mentioned in ch. RFP (2M x 2M x 3H) can b. 
accOGIIIOdated with a complete 600 con. rotation a"d r .... ining withil\ 
the shuttle .nv.lop •• 
3. If the above faila, construct a payload siz. which will fit. 
4. Develop a aupport structur. conc.pt for the payload with the 
required drive mechanisms included. 
5. Examine the feasibility of ~he conc.pt. 
The concept finally evolved is shown in the Applicon drawings. (Fig. 5-1 to 
5-6) The payload size of 2.25 H diam.ter and 2.5 H length can accommodat. 
24 modules of the LA~R experim~nt and also the other two Gamma Ray exp.riments 
without exceeding the cargo bay dynamic env.lope. 
THE FIM STRUC':uttE 
The FIM Structure conaista of : (See Figure 5-1) 
1) Payload interface ring 
2) Yoke - side arma 
3) Bottom Ring st~ucture - bearing interface 
4) Bea ring hOUai.lg 
5) Pallet interface 
6) Caging device 
The pallet interface ring is a circular ring with a rerotangular hollow section. 
Thin ring ,.1th a rect:anglfiar ba'fi.ow sectlon. A t1l1n rtns provl.des the palloaa 
attachment points along its circumference. It may also provf.de hardpoi~ts 
for the caging device pick up during the launch and landing modes (S ee Figure 
5-5). This ring has two rigidly attached steal shafts at diametrically 
5-2 
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oppo.ite location. , vhich are (the .haf t .) supported by bearing. mounted on 
the YOd arm • • 
THE YOKE ARKS 
Tha Yoka ~rms form the main body of the FIM structure . As shown in the 
dravinl' each member .upport. the payload rinl at one end and the other inter-
~acaa . vith the bottom rinl .tructure .upported on the azimuth bear inl. The 
cro ••• ection of any arm is hollow rectanlular of varyinl outer dimen.ion., 
narrower ~ t the payload rinl connection and wider at the bottom rinl connection. 
Preliminary .tructural analy.i. (See Appendix A) of the Yoke and the payload 
rinl indicated the nece •• ity of additi onal load support for structural 
.tiffness, during the launch and landinl moda. . Hovever no sianificant stre,. 
problem vas encountered. 
The additional structural support can be provided throllih the calinl device 
discussed in the follovinl pages. 
BOTTOK RING STRUCTURE 
The bottom rinl structure forms the .eat of the vhole payload . It is al t o 
in the form of a rinl mounted on to the azimuth bearinl. This bearinl inter-
face needs further study. 
UK-PALLET INTERFACE CONCEPT , 
A preliminary FIM-PALLET interface concept i, shown in Filure 5-7. The primary 
mounting link consi.ts of a rilid metal frame made of commercially available 
steel or al~inum profiles . 
The UK azimuth bearing 1s rigidly mounted onto this frame, through its 
bearinl hous i ng . This assembly of the bearing and frame is then interfaced 
with the pallet load bearing hardpoints . 
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The ba aeline concept would be to ule the lix keel Ind inner longeron herd-
points on pellet frame 2 and 3 (See Figure 5-8). If payloada exceeding the 
capability of thele aix hardpoints have to be accommodated , additional floor 
hardpointa on frame 1 and 4 can be uaed by modular extenlion. of the inter-
face frame. 
If final analYlil Ihowa that floor hardpointl are not t ufficient, then the ule 
of outer longeron or lill hardpointl ha. to be conlidered. A preliminary 
hardpoint load calculation il included in Appendix A. 
It might be pOllible again to ule a modular extension of the basic interface 
frame to go to the.e hardpoint.. Thil, however, should be trlded-off againlt 
a concept that employs the foreseen caging mechanism to transfer loads 
preferably into the aill hardpointa which are moat effective for load transfer 
into the Orbiter attach fittings. 
The problem with determining how many hardpoints are needed to tranafer 
payload loads into the pallet - e.g. for the maximum FIM configurltion - i s 
the lack of adequate pall.t load carrying capability data in SPAH. 
The values given in SPAR refer only to the ultimate load capability of the 
primary pallet structure at each particular hardpoint location. In other word_, 
the load that any given hardpoint sees in an acutal case is the load intro-
duced into that hardpoint by the payload, plus loads distributed by the 
pallet structure into that hardpoint - due to loading of other hardpoints on 
the pallet. ~t this means, for cases when the payload mass approaches the 
"nominal" pallet load cllrrying capability, is that a coupled pallet/payload 
structure analysis has to be carried out. This requires, of course, the 
availability of at least a simple finite element model of the Spacelab pallet 
which was not available . 
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Ba.ed on the ultimate load carrying c.pabilitie. of each hardp01nt a. Ita ted 
in SPAH, and on pall.t/payload coupl.d analy.i. for. v.ry he.vy paylo.d 
carried out by ERNO/BSD .om. time ago, w •• re confident th.t our propo.ed 
.impl. interface structur. with modular .xten.ion cap.biliti •• will be c.p.ble 
of tran.f.rring FIM/payload .hown in App.ndix A lo.d. into the p.llet. 
To .ccommod.te the d.fl.ction. of the p.llet during thermal .nd m.chanic.l 
~rviconm.nt., the h.rdpoint b.ll shank provide. for .n .rticul.tion within 
• 14 d.&re. con. of arc. How.' ... r, furth.r .tudy i. r.quir.d to d.termine 
more clos.ly the actual r.lativ. d.fl.ction probl .... , it. implication, .nd to 
optimize the hardpoint int.gration c.pability. 
CAGING DevICE 
A, mentioned earli.r caging d.vice. ar. r.quired during the launch .nd l.nding 
mod... The.e devic •• have mainly two purpo ••• : 1) Incr •••• the .tiffn ••• 
of the primary structure, .nd 2) provide lo.d path. to .dditional ~rdpoints . , 
REOUIRED FURTHER STUDY 
1. Caging, Devic. 
2. Pallet interface 
3. Azimuth Bearing Houlin's on support 
4. Bottom ring structure interfac •• i .•.• tran.f.r of load from the yoke 
arm. to the azimuth bearing. 
5.3 PRELIMINARY FIM COMPONENT SELECTION 
The components of the system have been s.lected to m •• t the syst.m requirements 
with simplicity and low cost in mind. Some of the component characteristics 
are sUIIIIII&rized in Table 5-1. 
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DRIVE UNIT 
Type 
Sfze 
Wefght 
Torque 
Operatfng 
Stall 
Gear Ratio 
Motor 
BEARINGS , 
Azfmuth 
, Pitch 
POTENTIOMETER 
5-14 
TABLE 5-1 
PRELIMINARY 
DEFINITION OF COMPONENTS 
DC Torquer with "Orbf drf ve" Reducer 
5" dfa. x 6" long 
10 1 bs. 
158 ft. lbs. Capacfty @ 120o/mfn 
240 ft. lbs. 
1400:1 ~Dfrect Drfve) 
135:1 Pfnfon Drfve) 
,.. 
Inalnd T-2~67 (or equfv.) 
Rotek Model L9-42N1Z (or equfv.) 
0.0. 47.20" 
I. D. 36.20" 
WT. 435 1 bs. 
Thrust Cap, 248.000 lbs. 
Fafnf r 5214 (or equfvalent 
0.0. 4.92" 
1.0. 2.75" 
WT. 4.62 lbs. 
Radfal Cap. 21.400 lbs. 
Helfpot Multfturn - 0 
0.0. 3.00" 
'IT T7 oz.1Uneari1:y .'m't 
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Bearinss - The ai.bal bearina' are an important factor 1n the ~echan1zation 
ta.k. If the azimuth bearina i •• ized to withstand a wor.t ca.e load ina of 
Sa by it.elf without damaae a very larae bearing i. required . The equivalent 
thrust load rating requirad i. derivad from tha aquation; 
Fraq. - FT + 4.37 M + 3.44 FR 
o 
whara PT - actual thru.t load 
M - moment load 
F - Radial load 
r 
o - Raceway Oia 
Feq - equivalent thru.t load 
(See Appendix B for ROTEK Bearina Calculation ~.ter1al) 
Assuming a load of 4400 lbs. (oee load geometry shown belol) with an acceler-
a 
ation of Sa acting et an angle of 4S we have 
FT - FR - 4400 ·x S x .707 - 15,SOO 
If load 6.6 offset is 6.23 ft. 
M 
-
Feq.-
Feq.-
lS,500 x 6 .23 - 96,900 ft. lbs . 
lS,SOO + 4.37 x ~6.~00 + 3 .44 x 15 ,500 
3.5 
190,028 lb,. 
This load is in exce" of ratad load even on a 4.75 ft . diameter Rotek bearina. 
However, a reasonable compromise is to size tha bearing for normal loads of 
5g. This results in a landing load of approximately 86,167 kg (190,000 lbs.) 
of equivalent thrust. A Rotek bearing L9-42 (3 .. ~' raceway die.) haa s thrust 
[aHas f1'f ~,OOO 1ft . ~1iUts • ~af«y f..:t<K' <K 1..3. TIlt. analyu" 
assumes that the bearing is taking full load. Retention devices can normally 
be designed to absorb some load thus increasing the marg1n of safety. 
5-15 
Therefore the Rotek L9-42 bearin, appears to be a sati.factory preliMinary 
choice for the aziMuth axis and would ba compatibla with the ~ximum weight 
experiment. It is pos.ible that this bearing would be damaged by 9g crash 
loads and would need to be repla~ed. This ba~ring is illultrated in Figure 5-9. 
The bearing on the elevation (pUc"') axis will not experience any overturning 
moment and need only to have a radial capacity of 20,000 lb.. The Fafnir 
bearing part no. 5214 as de.cribed in Table 6.2 would be a good candidate for 
this func tion. 
DRIVE UNIT 
A drive unit incorporating a torquer motor and a form of an harmonic speed 
redue~r has been tentatively salected for a drive unit for both the azimuth 
and ele'/ation axes. This device is shown conceptually in Figure 5-10 the 
Orbidrive reducer manufactured by compudrive corp., North Billerica, Mass. 
employ. eccentric to generate harmonic motion. However, the rotary motion i. 
derived from rugged sprocket cam and l 'olled technique a. contrasted tn the 
meshing of f L1<' teeth found in other drives. High torques are reached by 
increasing cam size and high reduction ratio. are obtained by a "OIIIpact 
multistftge construction. The op~ra~ing principle of this drive i. described 
in Figure 5-11. The drive is tentatively selected for FIM applications be-
cause of its high torque capability and relative simplicity. A short develop-
ment may be required to fully adapt this device to aerospace usage but low 
unit cost is the ultimate benefit thereafter. GE has received a layout and 
budgetary quotations from Compudrive on this drive unit for FIM. 
The torquer motor was chosen because of its high torque ~nd high slew speed , J 
capability. Stepper motors were considered for the drive but do not have 
j 
adequate output torque at the 120o/min slew rate requirement particularly at 
ground test conditions. Directly connected torquers would provide a simple 
5-16 , 
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OPERATII\JG PRiNCIPLE 
Operation of the Orbidrive transmission is 
based upon the rotational relationship of two inter· 
locked multi· lobed cam and roller sets. each hav· 
ing a different number of lobes and rollers. They 
::Ire so linked that one cam / ro;/er set drives the 
other at a differential velocity proportional to the 
number of cam lobes and roller contacts in each set. 
The two cams (see diagram) are fastened to· 
gether concentrically and mounted on the eccentric 
shaft. Input torque applied to the eccentric · shaft 
causes cam number 1 to orbit within disc number 
1 which is rigidly affixed to the housing. Each 
revolution of the eccentric advances cam number 
1. one cam lobe position on disc number 1. Sinc!! 
cam number 2 is fastened to cam number 1. it too 
is advanced the same number of rotational degrees. 
With continue.d rotMion. lobes of cam number 2 
orbit against rollers of disc number 2. imparting a 
rotation to the disc which is proportional to the 
ratio of rollers in disc number 1 to disc number 2. 
This can be calculated from the formula: 
(N, - l)Nt 
N,- Nt 
ift whick N, ~ tIM numOef- of ro/lef's in one arm I 
disc set and Nj is the number of rollers ' in the other 
cam/disc set. ~ ... ca "...-.. T .... . ·.fClnq. * ... C-... N ........... MA. 
FIGURE 5-11 ORBIDRIVE TRANSMISSION (OPERATING PRINCIPLE) 
5-19 
approach but the lize and weight required to handle the azimuth load of 
approximately 480 in lb •. at Ig, (i.e., 60 lb •. for motor above with peak 
power of 800 watt.) i. obviou.ly prohibitive. 
The gear ratio of 1400: 1 for the azimuth axi. wa, selected by optimization 
of output torque at slew rate of 1200 /min. The output torque of the drive 
vel'su, motor ,speed and total gear ratio i. plotted in Figure 5-12 .hown by the 
dotted curve. Note that this curve peaks at an effective gear ratio of 1400: 
1 providing a torque of 160 ft. lb •• a good margin over even a wide range of 
load torquer from the azimuth bearing a t ground te.t condition •• 
POSITION FEEDBACK 
o An encoder reRdout of 0 . 1 is required for position control of the instrument. 
If an analog ,sensOr is u.ed, a mUltiturn pot such as the Helipot Multiturn D 
serie. unit would be required having a precision linearity of 0.0257. since 
0.10 is .0277. of 3600 • The pot would have to be gear driven with step-up 
gear ratio. Since gearing will add additional errors, a digital encoder should 
be considered as an alternate. For instance an Itek Digisec, size 35 with 212 
resolutions (5.3 ~,~. of arc) is a possible choice. This unit is 3.5" in 
diameter and i. available in a solid shaft or hollow shaft configuration. It 
is recommended that final choice of the position senaing device be integrated 
with the servo contract design. 
5.4 FIM CHARACTERISTICS 
WEIGHT 
Based on the selected FIM structural concept, siting of the structured 
components (See Appendix A); and selection of the main FIM components 
total system weight was estimated as shown in Table 5-2. 
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POWER 
The FIM electrical power requirements are estimated to be : 
Maximum @ Motor Stall - 70 Watts 
Holding Power in Orbit - 3 Watts 
Slew Power 
- 35 Watt. 
EXPERIMENT CG OFFSET 
The drive torque characteristics of the drive system ope:ating in a 19 field 
largely determine the allowable amount of o f fset of the center of gravity of 
the instrument. The follo~ing l i mitations apply to the proposed concept for 
worst case conditions assuming that Zero-G simulation. are not to be used: 
o Offset critical only for Ground Operations 
o Relatively Large Offset. are allowable in orbit, but will require secure 
caging for launch and landing 
o C.G. offset of 2.0" Max. allowed for Ground Test without Zero-G aids. 
(i.e., Static balance within 4,000 i n. lb . for 2,000 lb . experiment. 
If larger offsets are present in ~eavy experiments GSE support equipment wou ld 
be required for ground test. 
TABLE 5-2 FIM WEIGHT ESTIMATES 
STRUCTIJRE 1320 
COMPONENTS 470 
THERMAL COVER 30 
CAGmG DEVICE 30 
MISCELLANEOUS 20 
TOTAL l.-i70 (850 Kg) 
PAYLOAD (ASSUME) 3300 (1500 Kg) 
TOTAL 5i7o (2350 Kg) 
MAXIMUM PAl.LET CAPACITY 6600 (3000 Kg) 
GROWTH '.430 (650 Kg) 
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SERVO ANALYSIS AND ERROR BUDGET 
Based on a very conceptual control syatem design Gnd preliminery servo 
analysis, .. diecu .. ed in Appendix C, the followi.ng in-orbit error budget 
was established (t.ntativ.). 
ERROR BUDGET (In Orbit) 
g EL 
0 0 
Electronic. (Serv~) 0.50 . 027 
Gear Backlash .030 .0360 
Potentiometer Drive .020 .020 
Experimen t A H&.nment .10 0 .100 
SUM .65 .183 
ass .51 .11 
5.5 SAFETY ASPECTS 
There are three important safety r.quirements that are important for FIM. 
1. Maintain structural integrity during eme~gency . landings of the orbiter, 
i.e . , stay attached to the Spacelab pallet and do not disintegrate . 
2. Provide emer~ency jettison capability in case any part of the FIM/ 
payload system can penetrate the orbiter cargo bay envelope during 
on-orbit operations. 
3. Reta in FIM from moving during launch and nominal landing operations, 
Le., allow safe landing was in case FIM cannot be co ..... nd.d back into 
a landing configuration offer on-orbit operations. 
The emergency jettison capability ia not required since the FIM/payload 
envelope is restricted to stay within the orbiter cargo bay envelope at all 
l:lmea. ""In oraer to retal.n ~ ~rOlD movement during launch and landing 
maneuvers, it appears desirable to restrain the pitch gimbal with a device 
mounted to the pallet so that it may share some of the load imposed on the 
azimuth. One concept is shown below with the retention device located on 
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the azimuth axis. A side position is also shown as sn alternate . Further 
• 
• tudy is needed to determine the method of retention which 'wi~l provide the 
belt .upport "or the experiment along with greate.t safety for equipment .nd 
personnel. 
Aa discussed in paragraph 5.3, the bearing would be capable oC withstanding 
the crash load without structural failure; however, distortions would take 
, 
place that would require replacement of the bearing after a cra.h land~ng. 
Thu. the launch lock could fail and still have the .aaembly stay in tack. 
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6. FIM OEVELOPKENT PUN (tASK 5) 
The final .tudy ta.k lenerate. a development plan and e.timate. the re.ource. 
required to de.ign, fabricata, te.t, and maintain one protoflight model of the 
FIM. In addition, a sugge.ted .erie. of "Pha.e B" .tudie. is identtUed to 
provide detailed de.ign data for the hardware (Pha.e C/O) procurement activity . 
A bottoms-up co.t estimate i. pre.ented a. a .eperate .ubmittal. 
The fir.t .tep 1. to develop a detailed Work Bre.kdown Structure for the FIM 
Pha.e C/O effort. Thi. was i •• hown in Figure 6~1. The three left-hand 
element. (Program Management, Sy.tem Engine.ring, _and Product As.urance) 
contain ta.ks that pertain to all hardware programa ; their .pecific organi-
zation can v.ry from program to program and i. a matter of preference. For 
example, "Operability" under Sy.tem Engineering in this WBS refers to concer!" 
such as maintainability, u.ability, transportability, and on-orbit performance, 
while in other WBS'. it might also include reliability and safety . The 
important thing is to be certain that .11 Level 3 elements are included for 
schedule and coat considerationa. 
The central element of the WBS (Subsystem Engineering) i. most .pecific to 
FIM and for this reason it ia broken out to Level ·4 for each sub.ystem. The 
Engineering Definition from Task 4 provides the technical basi. for this 
breakout. 
The next two elements (GSE and System Test) are .ignificant co.t and ~chedule 
drivers and are also broken out to Level 4. The final element (Operations 
Support) assumes that FIM intwgration and operation. are carried out by someone 
otber !!han !!he T!l'l '1Ieviloper, so tbat tbe developer~ . involvement in oper.tions 
is limited to logistiCS, maintenance, .nd sustaining engineering. These 
activities are broken out aa Level 3 elements , 
6-1 
A FIM hardware development schedule ~. pre.ented in Figure 6-2. Thi. schedule 
allow. 18 months for design , manufacturinl, and t •• t of the FIM protoflilht 
model . Operations in support of experiment to FIM integration require. 
another 9 month.. Maintenance, refurbi.hment, and .torage in .upport of a 
.econd flilht will be scheduled to conform with the flight dates; normal 
FIM maintenance and refurbi.hment is expected to 'require no more than two week •• 
Prior to Phase C/O hardware development, it is de.irable to perform a Pha.e B 
preliminary de.ign. A Pha.e B WBS i. liven Figure 6-3. It include. all the 
Level 2 element. of the Pha.e C/O WBS as well as the Level 3 Sub.y.tem 
Engineering elements. Further Level 3/Level 4 breakouts include design and 
p~anning elements ba.ed on the Phase C/O WBS. 
A "modular" Phase B activity is presented tha t address •• the Phase B WBS in 
a aeries of related studie. in order to fit into a definition program with 
funding constraints. Those WBS elements that bear most heavily on the Phase 
C/O procurement package are planned for earlier studies. Elements that 
"Fine tune" the design or address ,secondary concerns arl! delayed until 
latar studies. These later studies could proceed in parallel with the 
Phase C/O procurement activity so long as their results are available at the 
Phase C/O Preliminary Requirements Review. 
A candidate FIM development schedule containing modular Phase B studies is 
shown in Figure 6-4. This schedule assum.s a first FIM flight in mid-FY 1983 
and the initiation of Phase C/O procurement activities in mid-FY 1980 . 
Brief descriptions of each potential Phase B study are given below: 
System Capability Design looks at designing the FIM to meet specific perform-
ance requirements. The study includes: 
• System Requirements/Design 
Pallet Interfac~ Design 
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1983 
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.. 
q 
• Structure Design and Analy.i. 
• Bearing Design 
• Actuator Design 
• Control Circuitry Design 
• Control SoftWare De.ign 
Dynamic Slmulat~on 
e FIM Thermal Analyais 
• System Test and Checkout Concept 
• Sy.tem Operation and Maintenance Concept 
Operability 
• System Reliability and Safety Requirements 
• Program Management Plan 
• GSE Requirements 
System Test and Operations looks at the details of test, checkout, operations, 
and maintenance for the Phase B FIM design. This activity can proceed in 
parallel with Phase C/O procurement activities. The study includes: 
• System Test Management Plan 
• Component Test Requirements 
• Subsystem Test R. quirements 
• System Test Requirements 
• System Operability 
Number of Flight Units 
• GSE Requirement . 
• Logistics Plan 
• Maintenance Concept 
System Pnyload Accommodation looks at adapting the FIM design to a range of 
possible experiments. It -may be undertaken jointly wi t h one or more exper-
ment programs or it might possibly be done entirely by the experiment 
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Appendix 3 
Series 2000 
ScriH 1000 
The Econo-Trak 
mo4el~numbering system 
L - Sorlo. 2000 
M • S.riel 1000 
Flra1 number. Approximlte dilmeter of bill, in eighth. of 
In Inch 
Second numb., - App,oxim"l dilmer" of 'ICewly. In inch •• 
N - Int.,,,,, g .. , . 
E - btl,n,' g .. , 
, - GII,I.:;. 
Z - Mounun" holle lllcluded 
Examples: 
Mod.1 L9-38E1Z indiClto. A serie. 2000 be.,;ng with ap-
proximately I I A" balls. approximately Ja- uccway, externoll 
lur. mounting holes. 
Model M5-1lPt indicote. a serie. ,10oo b.,ring with ap-
proxim.tely H ' balls and approximately 22" ,"ceway, All 
Seri .. 1000 buring .... d .. ignated Pt . for they are avail-
.bl. only ge.rI,,,, Mounting hoi .. (Z) an an optional 
extra. See pag~ 21. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
For rKommend.atlon! by .a Rotek appl ica· 
tions specialilt on the selection .ln~ use of 
big bearing!, you ~re irwited to "II our 
h .. dqu .. t . .. (216-296-9951) .nd uk for 
Extenlio.l . :'3. . 
ct::KJROTEK 
Rotek Incorporated 
220 West ~1.in Street 
R •• tJUl"&, Ohio ~1tl66 
, . , the Big B .. ring p.ople 
eO"""ICHT ~ 1'10 IIIIOTIK INC. 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Of pOOR QUALITY 
Load calculation 
for extraordinary applications 
For appl.cotlon. of combined loading which do not mHt 
the limitations of the simplified selection chut, on pagrs 
13 and I'. or for .ny appllcotlon .. desired by the d~ 
silner, Econo·Tr.1k bearinss mil' be nlect~ According to 
the follo' ... ;ng fannul • . ~ot~ th,lt .Il loadings are converted 
to equivalent thrust loading b,. mnn. of simple corftl-
dent •. It is ne-ctlury to ulume I rice diameter (0) in 
order to complete the <alcul.lion. Ruult. mu.t b. checked 
by recAlcullt ing with th4l! actual :1(' di.1meter of the , .. 
lected bearing. Bearing race di.meters and thrust capacity 
value. I t t listed in the uting t.ble!l on pagts 12·13. 
EQuivalent thrUIt IOld (A-a~ -
Actual thrust lo~ CAl 
4.37. moment IOld (M) 
+ Rlr.twi'V di. (0 ) (i n , •• t) 
+ 3.44 I: r.dial IOld (R) 
;u,nmariting . 
A.., • A + 4.37 M + 3.4~ R 
D 
(Nol' 1hlt moment IOJd I. ro ll Ilg.b,aic: sum of A, + Rt') 
The equivalent thrust load. IS produced by this ca!cul.lion. 
i. deAned IS the thru.t luad which. if applied . would cau.e 
the .ame lo.ding of the most huvily lo.ded b.lI •• s that 
which occur. under the ,ctuJI conditions of IOolding. After 
detetminif\l the fQu iv.lent thru ,t 10.1J. the bt'.uinl molY be 
selected d i~ectly from the thrust capulty ('<,Iumn' on PJ(te 
12. (f belring rotation is I~ss th.1n one hour per dol)' olnd 
peripher.1 .peed. of I ••• than 100 ft per minute. booring 
may be ~electe-d according to the brown ColPolcity figures. 
If higher spce-d or more frequent or continuous rotoltion is 
required,. dynolmic colpuity will be the dt'tt'rmining con-
sideration. PltolSe see discussion of dynolmic c':P.1city and 
dynamic Cipaaty calculations on poiges 9 to 11 before ptr-
forming dynamic up,city c.lculationli. Note EXo1mpte 4 
on pace 17. 
B-2 
Frictional torq ue 
Friction.1 torque. or th, force requir~ to rot.te ~ fully 
loaded be.ring. C.ln bot consideu,ule. lind must be tak.n into 
account when duisning a power supply and gur tr.tin. 
An approx.imate calculation of frktion.al torque can be 
made-using the formula sn")wn below. The formul.) is bued 
on classic bflrin~ theory. not on iCtual test experience. 
which varies widely \\ ith the application. 
It should be noted that torque v.lue. obtAined from th is 
equ.tion Ire "fry rough approximoltions. olnd tholt .act uoll 
torque. even among supposedly identic.11 btarings under 
tdentiCil S((~'ice conditions, may vary by as much .1S "ve 
times . In addition. rigidity And J.ccyrJ.cy of the mounting 
structure greatly affect the frictionAl torque. Therefore, It 
i. tKommended that A service fActor of At lust -' be em· 
ployed in determining required drive torque so tha t suffi· 
cient power will be available to roWe a fully lOAded booring 
under advene conditions. 
T • . 003 CUM + AD + 2.2RD) 
w"'en 
T _ tOrQue (lb-ft ) 
M _ moment IOld ( ft -Ib ) 
A • thrU'1 laid (Ib ) 
Fe - 'Idi., IOld (Ib) 
o - r.uv.a'Y dl.mat., (h) 
Gear torque cayacity 
T J.ngf'ntial tooth-load capaci ties listed on polge 19 ue b.15ed 
on the lewis equoltion at 18 .500p~i roc t stress. For low'-
spHd intermlltent rotat ion. calculate gur torque CJp.city 
by multiplYing maximum tangential tooth lo~d by pitch 
radius (halF of dimension PO). For cont inuous rotol tlon. 
..:heck dynam ic C~polCity of gun by us inq AGMA formulas . 
~1ake certolln in all C.lIft thl.~ dllve pinion h.u adequ.ate 
tooth cJ.pa":l ty. If pinion has twelve or more treth ~nd 
minimum h.lrdneSl of 250 BHN. pinion tooth stren~th 
will equal or exceed tholt of bruing ge.lr. 
1 
J 
It 
I 
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ORIGINAL PAGE I 
OF POOR QUAUl'Y 
Dynamic capacity calculations 
The dynJmic clp"dtie, listed in the n.tin. chuts prov;de 
Ihtorelic.1 8 ,,, life of one million revolution" which equ.I, 
throretlCJI mcJIJn liff (B· .. ) uf fiv. million revolutluns. 
Beulng lift it inversely proportiC'lnJI to the cub. DC the 
applied IOold. In order to )elrct burinss for life ')"pectJn· 
ciH of other th.ln ont mill ion re\'olutmns. the applied load 
I, .djusted os follows: 
LOld .djultm.nt tlclor, f - 3 D.,ired lif, 1.000.000 revolutions 
T.ble 01 list. Ihe f (cube rool) \,.Iu .. for. variety of 
desirr.d lift conditions. Note that lift Collcul"tions for f,w,r 
thin 600,000 revolutions <He not ,-.)"sid.red r,liolblt. For 
ill .lpplic.ltion!' "quiri"!; lift of len than 600,000 r."olu· 
tlon" the be.ring .hould be .elected on ': .e bulS of 60~ ,000 
revolutions. Do not rrctrri :ltc i"t('rmittt"' cllpncity rnt i,.s. 
Table 02 .nd OJ li,t the numb .. of houn oJ operation 
which m.y be I Xj)f!cted .t ,',arious oper.ting speeds, and 
.lso the number of noun per yur under vuious operat ing 
conditions, .Jt,uming th.t the be,lring is continuously rot.lt· 
in, during the operation of the equjpment. 
Toblo 01 
O •• lrod III. (B.o) Load-adjustment 
in revolutions foetor (I) 
600.000 0.843t 
700,000 0.888 
800.000 0928 
900,000 0.965 
1,000.000 1.00 
1,250,000 1.08 
1,500.000 1.15 
2,000,000 1.26 
3,000,000 1.44 
4.000,000 1.59* 
5.000,000 1.7" 
7,500.000 1.96* 
10,000.000 2.H5· 
15.000,000 2.46" 
20,000.000 ~ . 71· 
25.000:000 2.92* 
30.000,000 3.11· 
50,000.000 3JSS* 
·Lif", fact o r! .rlJ bued lipan Ih..:or.f'c.! f.tlgut Itl e IJr racltw;){s 
.nd h.'I~ eall sep.rator, t$i"".: e(5 ) .. r. slIb" . \.! 10 fr tO:h Jn,J. 
..,..a, In(l m ... V r.quue penOO tC rtplicemcnt tn IOllg- I,! tt .l :': .. i • 
C:I:ioll •. Accl,lIac:y of 'moUnll:1tJ struct ur., s~eed . anj QUlal{ ... 1 
lubrirltl'Jn 'lflllinflu.nce aClual sp.:er hf. 
,Minimum value for relilble hI. calculation. 
. 
Toblo 02 
The?r.tic.1 b •• ring I,f. It v.rious oper.tlng speed. 
paood on 8 •• liro or 1,000,000 rovolUI.onl 
$p.od (RPM) HOUri 
1 1S,700 
2 8,350 
5 3.340 
10 1,670 
20 8:' 5 
50 334 
100 117 
Tohlo 03 
Numb., 0' hours resulting from various service conditions 
(,:-ontinuous rotation during work",; hour.) 
SIngle· shih 40 hr/wk.: 50 wk /yr . • 2000 hr/ yr . Op,rlflon 
Thre.·.n'h 
Indultrial 120 hrfwk x 50 wk /yr. - 6000 hr/yr. 
OP'flllon 
Cont,nuoul 
24. hoUf lfi8 hr/wk x S2 wk/yr. - 8750 hr/yr. 
O~rllion 
lil. colcul.Uon ex.",pl. 1 
Speed • 10 RPM. 800 ,evoluli" .,.,Jer hour. 
UNgI - 24 hour, per dlY continuous (8750 hr/y,.). 
Desired 810 life - 5 V.I'S. 
Number of b .. ring ,evolution. during d"lred life : 800 rtyolu· 
tlonl/h, .: 8750 ht/vr . .: 5 yn . • 28.200.000 reyoIUllon •. 
. " .,,/ O"ired lif, 
Lo.d ,dlu.tment factor - t. \:fl .oOd.ooo,lvolulJon, -
"0/ 21~t:.OO: -~ - 2.97 
(Thil Yilul could have bten IItimlted With ,ufficilnt accurlcy 
from r.b •• 01 .) 
ThUs. b.lort s.'ecting , bea,ing from dynlmlc c.pachy ratings. 
multip4y IClu,' load by 2.97, 
L1f. calculaUon example 2 
~ - 2 fIl'M - 120 roy"""",,,s _ ....... 
U ... ~. _ 1 hr P'f dlY. 5 dlvs per wk - 250 hr/ yr. 
Oesifed B 1 0 life - 5 ytl,s. 
Number of belnng ,.volution. during dllired life . 120 revolu · 
tion. / hr x 250 hr /yr. A 5 ytlr. - 150.000 ,evolution •. 
Note thlt 150.000 revoluilon. I, below tne 600.000 minimum for 
Iccuflt,'ile calculation •. LOld Id,u~tm.nt f,ctOf .hould be band 
on 800.000 rcyolulion. which, "tiffing to Table 01 . IS .S43. 
Actull ~Iring tOld, mly be muiliplied by ,843 befote selecting 
bearing ftom dynamic c:.pacity raung. 
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APPENDIX C 
. 
FLEXIBLE INSTRUMENT K:lUNT SERVO S,{STEI 
J' 
I' 
J 
! 
f 
I 
. . 
f 
j 
.. J 
, 
, 
.... 
I 
COHHAND t , 
... ... 
-I 1\ 
FLEXIBLE INSTRUMENT MOUNT SERVO SYSTD! 
AMPLIFIER 
OMPENSA TIOI I ...... f'... .... 
NETWORK r~ ... 
, 
I 
• 
, 
------ - -
DC f;. KlTOR 
SPEED 
REDUCER 
1400: 1 
EJ-.-... -----
POT 
UNITY 
GAIN 
~ P. 
I 
, 
, 
, 
, 
'" 
"" 
LOAD 
INERTIA 
I L · 
, 
PROBLEM: To specify control system needed to establish and maintain FIM orien-
tation iu 2 axes relative tothe orbiter within a 10 accuracy when the orbiter is in 
circular .,rbit. 
M:lTOR. LOAD INERTIA. GEAR REDUCER 
Inertia (as seem at load) 
!!Qli: 
I load (Azimuth) • 
I (Elevation)· load 
I • 
motor 
-4 1.8 x 10 
1,000 
J 850 
lb.ft sec2 • 1.8 x 10-4 
Includes load, 
gimbals 
and 
structures 
Because this problem is, to 90me extent, dominated by non-viscous (i . e . , 
constant) friction, it cannot be analyzed by standard lInear tec hniques. 
Hence, a brief investigation can only provide a very preliminary concept 
of a system design. 
C-l 
-I T(.6.. Z) • 1,000 + l.Sx 10-4 x (1400) 2 • 1,353 slug tt . 2 ] Inertia load 10-4 (~400) 2 ft. 2 • •••• n IT(El) • S50 + l.Sx • 1,203 slug a t load 
Friction (Az) • 30 ft. lbs. ] Frictions at 19 Estimated to be reduced Friction (El) • 1. 6 Ct. lbs . ' by factor ot 51 at Og 
(as seen st load) 
RCS MAX ANGULAR ACCEL. LEVELS : (FROM PAYT..oAD ACCOHllllDATION HANDBOOK) : 
Prilll4ry 
Thrusters-~ 
Secondary 
,Thrusters - ;> 
•• 2 
= • deg/see 
1.-2 
0.04 
•• 
-V N +6 
1.4 1.5 O. S 
0.03 0.02 0.02 
ASSUME: Control need only be concerned with operation' when secondary thrusters 
are operational (and not primary thruster;) also assume worst ca~e accel . of 
o 2 0. 04 /sec . 
Torque needed to hold gimbal during thrusting : 
Azimuth: 
2 0/ 2 ~ T • 1,353 slug ft . x 0.04 oec x lSO - ~.94 ft. lbe. 
!Q!!: This compares with (non-viscous) friction torque of 30 ft. lb., at 19 
conditions. 
Elevation: 
T • 1,203 slug ft. 2 Yo 0.04 0/sec2 x ~ ·0. 84 ft. lbs . 
!Q!!: This cClmpares with (non-visco"s) friction torque of 1. 6 ft. lbs. !.Ll.& 
conditions . 
Conclusion: for operation at 19: 
If gimbal axes are principle inertial axes then friction torque alone is sufficient 
to hold gimbal. (More than enough in elevation by factor of~30 in azimuth and 
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factor of "-"2 in elevation) , 
Conclusion: For stuc!y state operation !.S...l& servo control can be turned .off. 
~: Above conclusion is true for the a •• umed friction level.. If friction 
levels are less than thes. levels it may be de.ireable to either employ 
a locking mechanism or to continue to energize the servo drive . Alter-
natively if the orbiter hal limit cycle amplitude. Ie •• than <±?) 10 
accuracy requirements then it may be acceptable to allow thi. ~ngular motion 
to occur at gimbals. 
• The above conclusion is significant only if there i3 s plan for Simulating on the 
ground the limit cycle attit~d. oscillation of the orbiter. Since qearing 
friction .t Ig l' so much greater than at Og such a simulation may not be of 
interest. 
OPERATION AT Og 
Friction Torques at Og are estimated to be 1/50 of those at Ig or 
Azimuth: 0.6 ft. Ibs. 
Elevation: 0 . 03 r t. Ibs. 
~TE: Hence friction will supply 2/3 torque needed in azimut h but only 3 
negligible of that needed in elevation. 
Therefore, servoa must be energized in space, or alternativtlly, a lockinr mechanism 
will be needed. This is true, however,only when the amplitude of attitude limit 
cycle of the orbiter exceeds 10 orien tation accuracy requirement. 
If it is necessary to use servos in holding function then the required 
average angular torque 1s : 
I';;" R . where R is ACS Duty Cycle Ratio 
C-3 
-----
R-IOl R-21. R-l1. 
Azimuth : , 0 . 09 ft. Ibs . 0.018 ft. l b • • 0 . 009 ft. Iba . 
Elevation: 0.08 ft. Ibs. 0 . 016 ft. Ibs . 0 . 008 ft. lb • • 
Aaaumes Wors t Case:;:' - 0.04 o/sec2 
ACS duty cycles for the orbiter are not provided (TBD) in the Par load Accommodation 
Handbook but can be expected to be le •• than 11.. Con.ervatively we will a.sume 
an average torque requirement of 0 . 01 ft. Ibs . Thi. i. 1/52 of the rated .tall torque ~ 
of the T 2967 motor. Power required at this stall torque is 67.5 watts. Therefore, 
to hold gimbals with the Torque motor (baaed on all above assumption) 11: 1 
67.5 watts 
5i"'" - 1.3 watts 
Because the finite azimuth bearing friction does exi st however , thi s average power 
can be 'reduced. The estimated holding power then becomes : 
Azimuth Elevation 
0.43 watts 1.3 watts 
D.C. MOTOR RESPONSE 
Typical open loop linear response of the DC lwtors plul inertial and friction load 
is given* by: 
G(s) - , K 
S(r S+l) " 
where I is equi va lent moment of inertia seen a t load and 1 is equi va lent 
. ) 
coefficient of (viscous) friction seen at 19ad; and where effect of back emf on 
time constant is neglected. For the pre.ent ease, however, the viscous friction 
coefficient is no't given and is indicated as being dominated by constant 
(non-viscous) friction. 
*e.g., "Basic Automatic Control Theory" Murphy, Van Nostrand , NY, pg. 58. J 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
Navarthela •• phy.ical con.iderati~ •• ,uSlast that thera will ba .ome time 
con.tant a •• ociated with viscous friction or othar eneraY di.apativa function. 
Typically, such a time con.tant ca~ be expected to ba .maller than 0.1 .ec and greater 
than 0.01 sec. We will maka· an a.sumption of a 0.05 sec time constant. 
Tha forward loop gain will ralate some output torqua to .ome input angular 
arror. Thu. 
1. 
e ' . o 
where KF is forward loop lain. T is torque maa.ured at the load and EO i. tha 
angular po.ition arror al.o mea.urad at the load. For error budgat purpo.a. 
() we will a.,ume that steady .tate angular arror should not excaad 0.5 for both 
azimuth and elavation when operating at Og . 
Baaed on previously discu .. ed friction torquu this ·l4Ulda to a minimum gain Kr 
as follows: 
Azimuth : 
Elevation: 
K F 
K'F 
0.6 
.~
0.032 
. ---0. 5 
• 
• 
1.2 ft. Iba./degree 
0.064 ft. Ibs./degree 
Furthermore it is assumed that thi~ re~ponse is n~eded at some frequency whi ch is 
high enough to compensate for the limit cyc le attitude acceleration Jisturbances. 
A preliminary judgement is made that this gain should exist a t a frequcncy of 
10 radians/sec. This should be ~mpla to compens. te suffici6 1tly rapidl y for the 
vehicle attitude impulse disturbance •• 
The re.ponse of the azimuth and 'eievatton is sho,~ in the attached attanuation 
discussed above it io seen that the predicted performance for the relatively 
low gein .ystems should be stable without addition of further stabilization 
loops. 
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Note that the above value. of torque 8ain repre.ent the minieum value •• 0 a. 
to reduce steady state errors to .cceptable level. . Actual 8ai n levels can be 
increa.ed so as to provide a fe.ter slew re.pon.e . It is proposed that the forward 
8at.n in both azimuth and eleva~10n be set at 1.2 ft . Ibs . /de8ree. From the 
attenuation plots ~hi. would appear to be about the maximum acceptable value 
without incorporatin8 compensation. 
Ba.ed on the above the angular errors due to finite clo.ed loop 8ain become: 
A&1muth 
-
Elevation -
Note that a 8ain of 1.2 ft. Ib •. /de8ree will result in about 1/3 of peak available 
torque (with no heat sink)of 336 Ibs. for angular rotations of about 1000 . 
Any further increase in 8ain may result in further need for stabilization. 
Such an increase might allo result in a need for a tachometer feedback so as to 
o prevent the load from exceedin8 a 120 /min angular rate . 
Note that for t he same gains the angular errors at 18 can be expected to be 
about 50 times the errors listed above . It is propoled that forward gains be 
increased so as to provide more realistic performance at 19. 
Tentatively an error bud8et as sU88elted: 
At 08 At 19 
Error Source I.z El Az El 
Due to finite gains 0.50 0.0270 50* 0.27* 
in feedback loop 
Gear backlash 0.031 0.036 0.031 0.036 
Bilcklash and 0.02 0 . 02 0.02 0 . \)2 
non- lineariti .. 
in potentiometers 
*As.umes forward gain increased by factor 10 at 19 . 
C-7 
Concluding Note 
Thi. i. • non- line.r .ervo problem which' d~el not re.dily .dmit of • . •• ti.f.ctory 
solution in .n ex.min.tion •• brief ., this. It 1, recommended th. t • more 
thorough ev.lu.tion be made by method, luch " "de.cribing function .nalysi," 
~r preferr.bly by ,imul.tion. 
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APPENDIX 0 
EXECtrrlVE SUMMARY 
VU-GRAPlIS 
-1,.- \, 
If 
.... 
FLEXIBLE INSTRIlKENT MOUNT FOR SPACELAB 
• DEFINITION 
, 
• THI! FLEXIBLE INSTRUMENT MOUNT (FIH) IS A 2-AXIS GIMBALLED MOUNT 
SIZED TO ACCOHKlDATE LARGE SPACELAB PAYLOAD INSTRllKENTS 
• THE FIM AUOWS OFF-SET POINTING OF INSTRUMENTS USING ', '''' ORBITER 
AS A POINTING PLATFORM 
• THE FIM INCREASE SPACEiAB MISSION FLEXIBILITY BY ALLOWING 
SEVERAL INSTRUMENTS TO POINT IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS S IHUL~NEOUSLY. 
USING Tim ORBITER POIN~l~r CAPABILITIES. 
J 
NOTE : FIH IS NOT A POINTING SYSTEM I 
-
t:I 
I 
N 
FIM SruDY 
• SruDY OBJECTIVES 
• DEFINE CONeE ... "; FOR A FLI!JCIBLE INSTRIlKENTS Klmn' FOR S PACELAB 
• SELECT Till! I«lST PROMISING CONCEPT AND CONDUCT AN ENGINEERING 
DEFINITION SruDY 
• GENERATE A FIM DEVELOPHI!NT PLAN 
• GENERATE PRI!L1MI~RY SYSTF>4 COST. 
• 
I 
- 1-
tl 
I 
.., 
-
-
-
FIM RI!QUIRl!KEtn'S 
• INSTRUMENT ACCOKKlDATION 
• SIZE: 2m x 2m x 3m LENGTH, and 1.2 to 2m dia. x 3. LENGTH 
• W£IGHT: 
FIM COMPLIANCE - 2.25111 db. x 2.5m LENGTH, SUFFICUNT TO 
ACCOfoHlDATE 24 LAHo\R HODULES 
950 to 2000 Kg 
FIM COMPLIES 
• STRUCTURAL INTERFACE: CENTER SUPPORT FLANGE 
FIM OONPLIES 
• CG - OFFSET: 0.25 .. in 1-G 
FIM COMPLIANCE - 0.05. WITII>UT GSE, LARGER OFF-SET REQUIRES GSE 
--; ---.. 
---~.- ~ ---- .. 
I 
J 
t:I 
I 
~ 
L _ l L. __ ~ 
FIH REQUIREKIlNTS ( <XlNTlNl.F. .J) 
• INSTRUMENT SERVICES 
• POINTING RANGE : 
• POSIT-"ON ACCURACY : 
• POSITION REAOOI1l' : 
• SLEWING MANEUVERS : 
• SLEW RATE : 
uO
O 
HALF AI,GLE OONE AROUND INSTRUMENT CENTER LINE 
FIH <XlHPLIES 
1
0 
RELATIVE TO FIH BASE 
FIH COHPLIES 
0.10 
FIH <XlHPLIES 
ONCE EVERY 10 MINUTES (HAX ) 
FIH <XlkPLIES 
1200 /aln .. x. (goal) 
40"/.ln .. In. 
FIH <XlHPLIES 
• ELECTRICAL SERVICES : HARNESS ACROSS GIKBALS TO <XlNNECT INSTRtmNT TO SPACELAB 
EPDB AND RAU 
• THERMAL CONTROL : 
'- - . L-: I-. 
FIH COMPLIES 
AC<Xl/otfODATE THERMAL CANNISTER 
FIH <XlHPLIES 
-~. . ' 0 - _ ~ L...J 
'-l 
t:l 
I 
(Jl 
--==-- .. ~ .~ 
, 
FIM REQUI REMENTS (COHTIhIJED) 
• SHUrn.E/SPACEIAB INTERFACES 
• ENVELOPE: STAY WITHIN ORBITER CARGO BAY ENVELOPE DURl'IG ALL ON-QRBIT 
OPERATIONAL PHASES TO AVOID REQUIREMENT FOR EHERGENCY 
JETTISO~ CAPABILITY 
FIM COMPLIES (INSTRUMENT LENGTH CONSTRAINT) 
-
• STRUCTURAL: USE ~ PACEIAB PALLET HARDPOINTS OR ORBITER KEEL AND TRUNliION FITTI~S 
FIM COMPLIES (USES PALLET HARD~INTS) 
• THERKAL: CONTROL FTh BULK TEMPERATURE TO 2o"C + 200 C 
FIM COMPLiES (PASSIVE THERMAL CO:'TROL) 
• ELECTRICAL: USE SPACEIAB ELECTRICAL POWER AND COt4K'.ND AND !!ATA MANAGI!HI!NT 
SYSTEM 
FIM COMPLI!>;': 
• OPERA Tim's 
• CONTROL: ON-QRBIT PAYLOAD SPECIAT.:'::H AND POCC CONTROL 
FIM COMPLIES (USES SPt.CEIAB CDMS) 
• DESIGN LIFE: 10 YEAR OR 50 MISSION 
FIM COMPLIES (WI'rH PERIODIC MAINTENANCE AND REFURBISIIIENT) 
• INTEGRATION I-G TESTING WITIVUT SPECIAL, GSE 
AND TEST: FIM COMPLIES 
--.... 
-
t:I 
6. FIH CONCEPT lDENTIFICATION 
• BASIC FIH ALTERNATIVES 
• AXIS ORIEN~TION 
A. AZIMUTH - ELEVATION 
B. ROLL - PITCH 
• SmrITLE HECHf.NICAL INTERFACE 
A. SPACELAB PALLET MOUNT 
B. DIRECT ORBITER MOUNT 
• INSTRUMENT HECHf.NICAL INTERFACE 
A. CENTER FLANGE 
B. END FLANGE OR PLATE 
• DEPWYHENT 
.~. RO~TION ONLY 
B. TRANSLATION 
C. EXTENDABLE SUPPORT 
1111 =< ; i -~1 
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FIH CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION ( CONTINUED) 
• SELECTED POTENTIAL IIIM CONCEPTS 
• CONCEPT i l: AZIHUTH - ELEVATION AXI!S, CG _ IIlUNT 
• CONCEPT 1 2: klLL - PITCH AXES, CG _ MOUNT 
• CONCEPT 13 : AZIHUTH - ELEVATION AX ES, END _ K>UNT 
• CONCEPT 14: AZIM\1l'H - ELEVATION AXI!S, END - MOUNT, DEPLOYABLE 
• CONCEPT 12.\: ROLL - PITCH AXES, CG - MOUNT (EXTENDED) 
• CONCEPT 14A: AZIH\1l'H - ELEVATION AXES, CG - IIlUNT, NON-PALLET MOUNTED, 
DEPLOYABLE . 
- -
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FIH CONCEPT 12 
• ROLL-P.ITCH AXES. cc - ' !IlUNT 
• !,."o 
j1'~ 
?' 
,~~ 
,~ ... 
-,~ 
-..;::> ... 
""'- .. Co· 
NOTE: PALLET OVERHANG FOR FULL 60° rov 
HORE OOHPLEX POINTING CONTROL THAN AZIMUTH-ELEVATION MOUNT. 
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~ PIH CONCEPT IU I .-
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• ROLL - PITCH AX ES. CG - }l)UNT. EXTENDED 
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NOTE: LARGE PALLET OVER""NG 
PENETRATES ORBITER CARGO BAY ENVELOPE 
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FIM CONCEPT 14A 
• AZIHUTH - ELEVATION AXES, CG - KlUNT, NON-PALLET KlllNTED 
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NOTE: REQUIRES SEPARATE SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR ORBITER CARGO BAY KliMTING 
REQUIRES ALKlST TWO PALLET LENGTH 
PENETRATES ORBITER CARGO BAY ENVELOPE 
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FIH CONCEPT EVALUATION 
• IHl'ORTANT EVALUATION CRITER:A 
• USE OF SPACELAB PALLET FOR FIH HlUNTINC 
ACcotKlDATION OF PAYLOI.D SIZES. 1.e .• 24 UMI\R K:lDULES AND CYLINDRICAL 
PAYLOI.DS OF 2 .. DIAMETER AND 3 • LENGTH. 
HINIHUK REQUIRED LENGTH IN THE ORBITER CARCO BAY. 1.e. HAXIHUH ITrILIZATION 
OF THE SPACELAB PI<LLET VOLUME AND K:lUNTING AREA. 
STAYING WITHIN ; HE ORBITER CARGO BAY PAYLOI.D ENVELOPE DURING ALL 
ON-oRBIT OPERATIONAL PHASES TO AVOID EMERGENCY JETTISON REQUIREHEN'!"S. 
FULL 60° FIELD OF VIEW 
PROVIDE INSTiUlMENT INTERFACE AT AN INSTRlIIENT CENTRAL SUPPORT RING: 
GROUND TESTING WITII>UT EXTENSIVE NEED FOR GSE. 
SIMPLE AND STANDARD INTERFACES LIHITED TO SPACELAB. 
CONCEPT #1 MET HOST OF TIlE EVALUATION CRITERIA AND WAS 
SELECTED FOR FURTHER ENGINEERINC EVALUATION 
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• WEICIrT 
• POWER 
• PAYLOAD SIZE 
• PAYLOAD WEIGIrT 
• ERROR BUDGET (IN ORBIT) 
• CG-OFFSET 
FIK CH.\RACTERISTICS 
- 850 Kg 
70 WAlTS MAX. AT MOTOR STALL 
35 HAlTS FOR SLEWING 
3 WAlTS FOR POSITION HOLDING IN ORBIT 
- CYLINDER, 2.25 m.di •• x 2.5 • LENGTH 
CENTRAL PART OF THE CYLINDER CAN BE LDHGER 
THIS AC<X»IHODATES 24 LAHAR MODULES AND THE GANM-RAY 
SPECTI«»fETERS IDENTIFIED FOR THIS STIJDY 
- 2000 Kg 
- AZIKlTrH 0.50 
ELEVATION 0.10 
- 5 m ALLOWED ON GROUND WITHOlTr CSE 
SIGNIFICANTLY MORE ALLOWED ON ORBIT 
• FIH STRUCTIJRE FREqUENCY - II liz WITHOUT CAGING, HIGHER WITH CAGING 
(SPACELAB PALLET "DESIRE": 25 Hz) 
• PALLET INTERFACE 
- 6 PAll.ET Il~RDPOINTS, PRELIKINARY ANALYSIS INDICATES 
THAT IIARDPOINT LOADING HIGlrr BE WITHIN ALLOWABLE LIKITS. 
-tI 
,!. 
-.. 
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-
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SELECTED FIM CONCEPT 
• FIM CONCEPT 
• AZIMUTH - ELEVATION AXES 
• CG - K:UNT 
• PALLET KlUNTED, NO PALLET OVERHANG 
• STAYS WITHIN ORBITER CARGO BAV ENVELOPE 
• FIM SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
• STRUCTURE SUBSYSTf}{ - PAYLOAD INTERFACE RING 
YOKE ARMS 
BOt1OH RING STRUCTURE 
AZIMUTH BEARING 
ELEVATION (PITCH) BEARING 
PALLET INTERFACE FRAME 
CAGING DEVICE 
• ELECTROMECHANICAL DRIVE SUBSYSTf}{ - TORQUER METERS 
HARK)NIC SPEED REDUCER 
• ELECTRONIC CONTROL SUBSYSTDI - POSITION ENCODER 
OTHERS (TBD) 
-
~ ----
) 
f 
•• ~ 
, 
, 
-~ • • &< i' 
? AREA S REQUIRING FURTHER STUDY .... 
00 
• FIM/PALLET INTERFACE - rIM/PALLET COUPLED LOAD ANALYSIS 
• rIM/PAYLOAD CAGING DESIGN 
• INTERFACE BE'NEEN AZIMUTH BEARING A~D FIM/PALLET INTERFACE STRUCTURE 
• FIM CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN/ANALYSIS 
• rIM THERMAL CONTROL 
___ ~ ___ L 
- -• • 
tj 
I 
..... 
'" 
--'-
--. 
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FIM DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
• PHASE C/O WBS GENERATED 
• PHASE B WBS GENERATE D 
• "KlDlJLA.R" PHASE B APPR&'CII DEVELOPED TO HATCH A FIM DEFINITION 
PROGRAM WITH EXISTING FUNDING CONSTRAINTS 
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